They have found a better morning after pill -- it is the morning up to 5 days after

The Washington Post thought that was breaking news.

News Alert: FDA weighs alternative to 'morning after' pill
02:39 PM EDT Friday, June 11, 2010
----------------------
'Ella' could prevent pregnancy for up to 5 days after unprotected sex; may spark controversy for chemical similarity to abortion pill RU-486.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:

Search term: fda pill Fda brought up too much fda work not related to this. Morning after pill produced a lot of banter from users as well as news about the FDA. FDA pill seemed to work best; almost all of the tweets were about the FDA considering the new pill. However, they went back to the of June 6th -- 5 days earlier. The Post seems to have been very slow to this breaking story.

First search produced 370 tweets running from 6:17 p.m. June 7 to the evening of the 11th.
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